
Fourth Grade
A� year unit 4-A� FE How We Express Ourselves
An inquiry into the ways in which we discover and express ideas, feelings,
nature, culture, beliefs and values; the ways in which we re�ect on, extend
and enjoy our creativity; our appreciation of the aesthetic.

Central Idea:
Beliefs and values are expressed through  literature.

Key Concepts: Form, connection, causation
Learner pro�le: Communicator, Thinker, Risk-taker, Re�ective

Lines of Inquiry:
* The di�erences between literature forms
* Determining themes in literature
* The way literature details support theme

1st unit
9/20-10/29

2nd unit
11/1- 12/17

3rd unit
1/3-2/4 (5 weeks)

4th unit
3/1-3/25

5th unit
4/4 - End of year

4-1 FE How the World works

An inquiry into the natural world and its
laws; the interaction between the natural

world (physical and biological) and
human societies; how humans use their
understanding of scienti�c principles;

the impact of scienti�c and technological
advances on society and on the

environment.

4-2 FE Where We Are in Place
and Time

An inquiry into orientation in place and
time; personal histories; homes and

journeys; the discoveries, explorations
and migrations of humankind; the

relationships between and then
interconnectedness of individuals and

civilizations, from local and global
perspectives.

4-3 How We Organize
Ourselves

An inquiry into the interconnectedness
of human-made systems and

communities; the structure and
function of organizations; societal

decision-making; economic activities
and their impact on humankind and the

environment.

4-4 FE Sharing the Planet

An inquiry into rights and responsibilities
in the struggle to share �nite resources
with other people and with other living

things; communities and the relationships
within and between them; access to equal

opportunities; peace and con�ict
resolution.

Exhibition Who We Are

An inquiry into the nature of the self;
beliefs and values; personal, physical,

mental, social and spiritual health; human
relationships including families, friends,

communities, and cultures; rights and
responsibilities; what it means to be

human.

Central Idea: People respond to the
shaping and reshaping of the Earth’s

surface.
Key Concepts: Change, causation,
responsibility
Learner pro�le: Inquirers,
knowledgeable,open-minded,
Communicators
Lines of Inquiry:
*Patterns of landforms on the
planet
* The processes that shape and
reshape the Earth’s surface
*How changes on the Earth are
measured and addressed
Supplemental folder link

Central Idea: Cha�enges and
opportunities drive immigration

and migration.

Key Concepts:  Perspective,
causation
Learner Pro�le: Inquirer, re�ective,
knowledgeable
Lines of Inquiry:
*Con�ict between groups of people
*Reasons and ways people relocate
*Personal accounts of immigration
and emigration

Central Idea: Decisions promote or
deny justice.

Key Concepts: Function,
connection, perspective
LearnerPro�le: Knowledgeable,
caring,  open-minded, principled

Lines of Inquiry:
*Purposes of government
*How democracy works
*The impact of decision making on
societies

Central Idea: Resources drive
production and consumption.

Key Concepts: Causation,
responsibility, form
Learner pro�le: Balanced, thinkers,
risk-takers

Lines of Inquiry:
*How resources drive production
*Innovation through entrepreneurship
*Economic decision making

Exhibition
Central Idea: TBD

A� Key Concepts, but particularly:
change, responsibility and re�ection
Learner Pro�le: A�
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Third Grade
A� year unit 3-A� FE How We Express Ourselves
An inquiry into the ways in which we discover and express ideas, feelings,
nature, culture, beliefs and values; the ways in which we re�ect on, extend
and enjoy our creativity; our appreciation of the aesthetic.

Central Idea: Creative expression connects people and ideas.

Key Concepts: Function,  connection, responsibility
Learner Pro�le: Knowledgeable, Communicators, Thinkers, Re�ective, Risk-takers

Lines of Inquiry:
*The importance of revision in the writing  process
*Purposes and uses of various digital media platforms and tools
*How performance connects artists with audience

1st unit
8/31-10/20

2nd unit
10/25-12/17

3rd unit
1/3 - 2/11

4th unit
2/14-3/25

5th unit
4/4-End of year

3-1 FE How we organize
ourselves

An inquiry into the interconnectedness
of human-made systems and

communities; the structure and
function of organizations; societal

decision-making; economic activities
and their impact on humankind and the

environment

3-2 FE Where we are in place
and time

An inquiry into orientation in place and
time; personal histories; homes and

journeys; the discoveries, explorations
and migrations of humankind; the

relationships between and then
interconnectedness of individuals and

civilizations, from local and global
perspectives

3-3 FE Who We Are

An inquiry into the nature of the self;
beliefs and values; personal, physical,

mental, social and spiritual health;
human relationships including families,

friends, communities, and cultures;
rights and responsibilities; what it

means to be human.

3-4 FE Sharing the Planet

An inquiry into rights and
responsibilities in the struggle to share
�nite resources with other people and
with other living things; communities

and the relationships within and between
them; access to equal opportunities;

peace and con�ict resolution.

3-5 FE How The World Works

An inquiry into the natural world and its laws;
the interaction between the natural world

(physical and biological) and human societies;
how humans use their understanding of

scienti�c principles; the impact of scienti�c
and technological advances on society and on

the environment

Central Idea: Co�aboration
strengthens communities.

Key Concepts: Function,
responsibility, connection
Learner pro�le: Knowledgeable,
thinker communicator, balanced
Lines of Inquiry:
* Organization of systems and
roles within a community
*Function and structure of
government
*Use of power and authority

Central Idea: Cultures exhibit
continuity and change.

Key Concepts: Perspective, change,
form
Learner Pro�les: Open-minded, Inq,
Know
Lines of Inquiry:
*Cultural elements
* Sim. and di�. of cultures across
place and time.
*Location of cultural communities

Central Idea: Curiosity sparks
inquiry and learning.

Key Concepts: Causation, Change,
Function
Learner Pro�le: Re�ective, Inq,
Risk-Takers, Thinkers
Lines of Inquiry:
*Curiosity
*Scienti�c inquiry
*How inventions and innovation are
a response to curiosity and problem
solving

Central Idea: Conserving
resources sustains living.

Key Concepts: Change, form,
causation
Learner Pro�le: Ref, Caring,
Knowledgeable, Principled
Lines of Inquiry:
*The formation and uses of rocks
and soil
*The impact of converting Earth’s
resources to energy
*Conservation of natural resources

Central Idea: Traits and behaviors
optimize survival.

Key concepts: Function, causation,  change
Learner Pro�le: Communicator,
Knowledgeable, Inquirer,

Lines of Inquiry:
*Physical traits and adaptive behaviors
*How living things change in various
periods in their lives
* Inheritance of attributes and actions
between generations
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Second Grade
A� Year Unit 2-A� FE Who We Are
An inquiry into the nature of the self; beliefs and values; personal, physical,
mental, social and spiritual health; human relationships including families,
friends, communities, and cultures; rights and responsibilities; what it means
to be human.
Central Idea: Actions create consequences.

Key Concepts: Connection, causation,responsibility
Learner Pro�le: Thinkers, Communicators, Re�ective, Principled, Caring

Lines of Inquiry:
*How rules a�ect who we are and what we do
*Rights and responsibilities in various contexts
*Consequences for action

1st unit
9/20-10/29

2nd unit
11/1-12/17

3rd unit
1/3 - 2/11

4th unit
2/14-3/25

5th unit
4/4-End of year

2-1 FE How We Organize
Ourselves

An inquiry into the
interconnectedness of human-made

systems and communities; the
structure and function of

organizations; societal
decision-making; economic activities
and their impact on humankind and

the environment.

2-2 FE Sharing the Planet

An inquiry into rights and
responsibilities in the struggle to
share �nite resources with other

people and with other living things;
communities and the relationships
within and between them; access to

equal opportunities; peace and
con�ict resolution.

2-3 FE How We Express
Ourselves

An inquiry into the ways in which
we discover and express ideas,

feelings, nature, culture, beliefs
and values; the ways in which we
re�ect on, extend and enjoy our

creativity; our appreciation of the
aesthetic.

2-4 Where We are in Place
and Time

An inquiry into orientation in place
and time; personal histories; homes

and journeys; the discoveries,
explorations and migrations of

humankind; the relationships between
and then interconnectedness of

individuals and civilizations, from local
and global perspectives.

2-5 FE How the world works

An inquiry into the natural world and
its laws; the interaction between the

natural world (physical and biological)
and human societies; how humans use

their understanding of scienti�c
principles; the impact of scienti�c and
technological advances on society and

on the environment.

Central Idea: Economic choices
create consequences.

Key Concepts: Causation,
connection, responsibility
Learner Pro�le: Knowledgeable,
thinker, balanced, re�ective
Lines of Inquiry:
*How producers and consumers depend
on each other
*The chain of events that occur before
and after spending money
*Using money and
resources to take action

Central Idea: Changes to the Earth
have consequences.

Key Concepts: Function, connection,
change
Learner Pro�le: Thinker,
Knowledgeable, communicator,
principled
Lines of Inquiry:
*Similarities between
life forms past and present

*How animals meet needs through food
chains and webs
* How changing habitats can lead to
endangerment

Central Idea: Arts and literature
inspire response and opinion.

Key Concepts: Form, perspective,
responsibility
Learner Pro�le: Open-minded,
Re�ective, Principled, Communicator
Lines of Inquiry:
*How artists express themselves
*Determining and defending a
personal opinion
*How e�ective writing can
in�uence an audience

Central Idea: Innovative thinkers
shape society.

Key Concepts: Responsibility,
perspective, change
Learner Pro�le: Open-minded,
Risk-taker, Inquirer, knowledgeable
Lines of Inquiry:
* Action of signi�cant individuals and
groups
* Documenting personal histories
* Impact of innovation on daily living

Central Idea: Scientists observe and
experiment to understand how the

world works.
Key Concepts: Change, causation,
responsibility
Learner Pro�le:
Knowledgeable,Thinker,
Communicators
Lines of Inquiry:
*How and why forces work in people's
lives
*Causes of weather changes
*How a� learners use experimentation
and observation
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First Grade
A� Year Unit How We Express Ourselves
An inquiry into the ways in which we discover and express ideas, feelings,
nature, culture, beliefs and values; the ways in which we re�ect on, extend
and enjoy our creativity; our appreciation of the aesthetic.
Central Idea: Writers write for readers.

Key Concepts: Form, Change, Perspective
Learner Pro�le: Thinkers, Communicators, Open-minded, Re�ective
Lines of Inquiry:
*Using elements to write and understand stories  (Form)
*How and why authors write (Perspective)
*How the writing and editing processes help readers understand and enjoy stories (Change)

1st unit
8/31-10/1 & 11/29-12/16&2/7-2/25

2nd unit
10/1-11/19

3rd unit
1/3 - 2/4

4th unit
2/28-4/14

5th unit
4/18-End of year

1-1 FE Who We Are
An inquiry into the nature of the
self; beliefs and values; personal,

physical, mental, social and spiritual
health; human relationships including
families, friends, communities, and

cultures; rights and responsibilities;
what it means to be human.

1-1 FE How We Organize
Ourselves

An inquiry into the
interconnectedness of human-made

systems and communities; the
structure and function of

organizations; societal
decision-making; economic

activities and their impact on
humankind and the environment.

1-3 FE Sharing the Planet
An inquiry into rights and

responsibilities in the struggle to
share �nite resources with other

people and with other living things;
communities and the relationships
within and between them; access to

equal opportunities; peace and
con�ict resolution.

1-4 FE How the World Works
An inquiry into the natural world and its
laws; the interaction between the natural
world (physical and biological) and human

societies; how humans use their
understanding of scienti�c principles; the

impact of scienti�c and technological
advances on society and on the

environment.

1-5 Where We Are In Place & Time
An inquiry into orientation in place and

time; personal histories; homes and
journeys; the discoveries, explorations

and migrations of humankind; the
relationships between and then

interconnectedness of individuals and
civilizations, from local and global

perspectives.

Central Idea: Learner pro�le
attributes help people build

relationships.
Key Concepts: Function,
responsibility, perspective
Learner Pro�le: Thinkers,
Communicators, Open-minded
Lines of Inquiry:
*Understanding and showing learner
pro�le attributes
*Building relationships by using
learner pro�le attributes
*Interviewing others to gain
information

February: Black History

Central Idea: Each person gets
his/her needs and wants by

choosing di�erent goods and
services.

Key Concepts: Perspective,
causation, responsibility
Learner Pro�le: Thinkers,
Re�ective, Inquirers, Balanced
Lines of Inquiry:
*Ways that goods and services help
meet needs and want
*How di�erent people meet basic
needs
*How place and time in�uences
needs and wants

Central Idea: Water is a crucial
resource.

Key Concepts: Form, connection,
responsibility
Learner Pro�le: Knowledgeable,
principled, thinkers
Lines of Inquiry:
*Properties of water
*How living things get and use water
*What people can do to conserve
water

Central Idea: Living things survive only
in environments that meet their

needs.

Key Concepts: Function, causation,
responsibility
Learner Pro�le: Knowledgeable,
Inquirers, Caring, Principled
Lines of Inquiry:
*Needs of living things
*Ways that habitats provide needs
*Protecting habitats

Central Idea: Mapping helps people
track locations and journeys.

Key Concepts: Form, function,
connection
Learner Pro�le: Thinkers,
Communicators, Open-minded,
re�ective
Lines of Inquiry:
* Using mapping tools and techniques
to design and understand spaces
*Ways to represent places
*Relationship of a location to other
places in
the world
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Kindergarten

K-1 FE Who We Are
An inquiry into the nature of the self;
beliefs and values; personal, physical,

mental, social and spiritual health;
human relationships including families,

friends, communities, and cultures;
rights and responsibilities; what it

means to be human.
and

An inquiry into the interconnectedness
of human-made systems and

communities (How we organize)

K-2 FE Sharing the Planet
An inquiry into rights and

responsibilities in the struggle to
share �nite resources with other

people and with other living things;
communities and the relationships
within and between them; access to

equal opportunities; peace and con�ict
resolution

K-3 FE How We Express Ourselves
An inquiry into the ways in which we
discover and express ideas, feelings,

nature, culture, beliefs and values; the
ways in which we re�ect on, extend and

enjoy our creativity; our appreciation of
the aesthetic.

K-4 How the World Works
(throughout the year)

An inquiry into the natural world and its
laws; the interaction between the natural

world (physical and biological) and
human societies; how humans use their
understanding of scienti�c principles;

the impact of scienti�c and technological
advances on society and on the

environment.

Unit 1  9 weeks
9/13 - 11/5

11/8-
11/19

Unit 2 6 weeks
11/29-1/20

1/24-
2/11

Unit 3  6 weeks
2/14-3/25

Unit 4 8 weeks
4/4 - End of year

Central Idea: Communities are made up
of helpers and leaders  who are similar

and di�erent.

Key Concepts: Function, responsibility,
form
Learner pro�le: A�

Lines of Inquiry:
*Community
*Helpers and leaders
*Similarities and di�erence

BAW Units 1 + 2 (14 Weeks)
Supplemental folder link

2 week

How
the World

Works
Fa�/

Winter

Central Idea: Con�icts can be solved
peacefu�y.

Key Concepts: Causation, perspective,
responsibility
Learner pro�le: Caring, Open-minded,
Communicators, Re�ective, Principled
Lines of Inquiry:
* Expressing needs and wants
*Identifying choices in order to make
decisions
* Ways to cooperate and share
BAW Unit 3 (4 Weeks)
Supplemental folder link

3 week

How
the World

Works
Winter/
Spring

BAW Unit
5 Poetry
(2 Wks)

Central Idea Creativity is connected to
feelings.

Key Concepts: Perspective, connection
Learner pro�le: Knowledgeable,
Open-minded, Communicators,
Risk-takers

Lines of Inquiry:
*Artists
*Color and shape in art
*How making and seeing art makes
people feel
BAW Opinion Unit 6 4 weeks
Supplemental folder link

Central Idea: People use their senses
to investigate living and nonliving

things.
Key Concepts: Responsibility, Change
Causation
Learner pro�le: Inquirers,
Knowledgeable, Thinkers,
Communicators
Lines of Inquiry:
*Using senses to investigate
*Seasons
*Living and Non-living things
BAW Unit 4 - (3 Weeks)
Supplemental folder link
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